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Elden Ring is an action RPG where you take on the role of a character who fights through the Lands Between to
defeat a sinister force and reclaim the lost continent of Elden. You’ll learn the power of the Elden Ring in the
course of your journey. The joy of discovery awaits you as you explore a vast world where mysterious and

unknown threats meet. In addition to the epic action story, you’ll enjoy a vast world and exciting open battle, as
well as a variety of quests. EMISSIONS: Adopting Gods of the Dawn and Power of Chaos The Elden Ring isn’t just
a protagonist; it also embodies all the gods of the dawn and chaos. As such, the game portrays both light and
dark, as well as hope and despair. ● It’s a game where the value of a human being is respected, and kindness

and care are warmly cherished. ● It’s a game where a peaceful and beautiful world can be built, only if the
world’s citizens are the protagonists. FANTASY ACTION RPG / CLASSES: Tank ● Gaining strength as you use

melee weapons. ● Tough and heavy weapons are necessary. ■ Deck Knight ● A strong character that dashes in
and deals heavy damage. ● Evasion and block mechanic is useful in order to escape enemies. ■ Deck Rogue ●

A skilled character who excels in evading attacks by using skillfully. ■ Deck Wizard ● A wizard that casts
powerful magic while moving quickly. ■ Deck Ammo ● A stat consumable which refills the character’s AP. ● AP
is an important stat for effective combat. ■ Deck Defense ● Customized defense boosts that are useful when

being attacked. ■ These defense boosts don’t consume AP. ■ Mana Cycle ■ Unlike HP, which goes up when you
receive damage, your MP doesn’t increase when you receive damage. ● When MP is low, cast skills and use
items are disallowed. ■ Your physical stats such as strength, stamina, and defense improve based on your
equipped items. ■ MP will not be consumed if you gain experience from defeating enemies. ■ You can gain
experience by defeating enemies. ■ Adopting the inventory can enhance the power of your items. ■ Using

certain items will consume your AP. ■ The avatar

Elden Ring Features Key:
A powerful closed online game world. Such a large game world that you play for dozens of hours, even if you

only play a few hours a week. During your travels, you encounter other players who share the journey with you,
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and you can coexist and commute while traveling together.

A wide range of online content in a 3D world. A world with buildings, towns, dungeons, and mountains, so that
you can experience an interesting and realistic game world.

Incredible fight scenes and a raid system where you or other players participate and take on the most powerful
dungeons.

Map Features:

A visual representation of the world in a 3D environment.
Ground, sky and ocean maps.
Advancement map that indicates the ranking of achievements and letters (Lv. X), links and commodities, and
the environments that the user has unlocked.
Search map that shows the progression of the character's main maps, which shows the route of the map that
has been opened and progresses towards the map that it has been started.
Progressive progression maps.
Maps that show your locations and routes while traveling.

Numerous Spoilers:

High-class Unique Weapons, Magic Items, and Crafts.

The items that monsters drop can be high-class unique weapons, artifacts and items, such as shields, medicinal herbs
and other useful items, so that players can extensively utilize them. In addition to the items that you can equip, there
are a large variety of unique weapons and a large number of items that can be made by crafting.

Excellent Characters that Come Out of the Box.

Starting with the first version, a variety of excellent characters are introduced. In addition to developing and increasing
your character by the dialogue with enemies, the interactions of the characters are implemented, and original elements
such as quest stories that involve game technology and never-before-seen exceptional graphics.

High-class Details.
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